
Hans-Walter Müller

〔OPEN CALL〕
Apply before July ❻th
→ www.eauetgaz.org

A workshop hosted by Eau&Gaz Artist in Residency
in collaboration with unibz, museion & transart

Bauen mit Luft
Building with 
          Air

http://www.eauetgaz.org


Architect, engineer and artist Hans-Walter Müller (*1935 in Worms, 
Germany), may not have invented inflatable architecture, but  
he has devoted almost his entire life to it, creating an incredible 
œuvre in the process. Throughout more than 50 years, he has 
been working with single-walled pneumatic structures, creating 
air volumes for uses as diverse as exhibitions, festivals, theater, 
and concert performances, but also for a temporary shopping cen- 
tre or a reception building for refugees. For the past 50 years,  
he himself has lived in one of his volumes in La Ferté-Alais near 
Paris, which is at once a home, laboratory, and workshop for  
his experiments and constructions.
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6.9.–10.9.2023 
Eau&Gaz, Artist in Residency Eppan-Appiano
unibz – Faculty of Design and Art, Bozen-Bolzano

A Workshop hosted by Eau&Gaz Artist in Residency
in collaboration with unibz, museion & transart

“An inflatable structure is simply a skin which contains 
space, separating exterior and interior, appearing  
and disappearing. As such, it’s a dematerialised, ludic, 
fantastic and uncommon space, very far away from 
traditional construction.” Hans-Walter Müller.

Join the workshop with the architect, engineer and artist 
Hans-Walter Müller (*1935 in Worms, Germany), in the 
creation of inflatable structures that maintain their form 
solely through the power of air pressure. The single 
parts will be cut out of recycled sheets and then assem- 
bled. Ultimately, these airy and soaring volumes will  
be provided with an entrance and anchors to secure them 
from flying away. The inflatable pavilions will serve the 
Kids Culture Club as free space for various activities and 
will change their location over the next few years.

www.eauetgaz.org
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Workshop Dates

〔LOCATIONS〕
Eau&Gaz, Artist in Residency Eppan-Appiano
unibz – Faculty of Design and Art, Bozen-Bolzano
〔PARTICIPANTS〕
12 – 16
〔PRICE〕
200€ for 5 days workshop
Lunch and accommodation included

〔ARRIVAL DAY〕
5.9.2023 until 20:00

→ APPLY WITH THIS LINK

After the workshop, a series of events will take place: Transart 
Festival will open on 13.9., Hans-Walter Müller will give a talk 
with Alberto Winterle (TURRIS BABEL magazine) on 14.9. For the 
participants that wish to do so, it will be possible to stay in  
the provided accommodation until 15.9.2023 at no extra cost. 

6.9.–10.9.2023
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc0tquFXcHxOFtE-Ob2hnV_ggn-wFoWuDz2_M_b2a7a-8Wfvg/viewform

